1. There could be a substantial reason you may not want to file that case. For example, we might review the facts and determine:
• Even if the allegations are true, there would be no FCA violation (or the relevant agency might have a lax interpretation of the rule).
•
We don't have jurisdiction (in this District).
There isn't any loss to the Government, or not enough loss to justify expenditure of resources.
We might already have another qui tam.
There could be an advantageous reason to file in another District.
*We would much rather meet with you for a few hours before filing, than have to spend days, weeks, or months of time and money processing, conducting initial investigation, and declining a case that shouldn't have been brought or that we won't be able to intervene on.
2. Your client might have criminal exposure. Let us know early on. We can work with Criminal to try to get your client a limited debriefing/ immunity letter ("Queen for a day") We need to prepare a response for the inevitable credibility, etc., attack by defense counsel.
3. Give us additional time to investigate.
• It can take weeks to corral investigative agencies and any Plaintiff States; months to get preliminary data, contract files, etc.
• Judges -in DC and elsewhere -increasingly giving shorter or no extensions.
• Pre-filing disclosure means we can start early and be much further along by the time the first 60 days is up.
Pre-Filing
BUT:
First-to-file concerns.
There may be a good-faith argument that § 3730(b)(2) preserves first-to-file status even if complaint isn't filed in court.
However, note potential SOL concerns ( § 3731 allows relation-back of Government complaint so could be disadvantageous to delay filing).
Drafting The Complaint
Just a few pointers for an experienced crowd:
• Make sure the complaint would survive 9(b).
• Are you ready to pursue if we decline?
• Choose defendants carefully. For example, there may be strategic reasons to name individuals, but many won't have the resources to pay a judgment.
• Proof-read it
Post-Filing: The Relator Interview
•We send a copy of each qui tam complaint to Criminal; DOJ and Office policy recommend joint intake so don't be surprised if Criminal AUSA is there (and don't read too much into it, either).
•Ditto the FBI.
•Disclose relevant background / potential impeachment material.
•Relators must also be forthright about their role in any fraud.
•Every AUSA handles the interview differently.
•We will explain process to relator ….
